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T
here’s more than one way to sink a ship,
as Donald Sanders knows. President of
the Institute for the Visualization of
History in Williamstown, Massachu-

setts, Sanders spends a lot of his time repeat-
edly sinking a vessel off the coast of Cyprus.

The ship isn’t real — it’s a computer model
of a vessel that sank in the fourth century BC.
Sanders is trying to recreate what happened
when the ship went down, leaving nearly 500
intact amphorae, or storage vessels, to be
found centuries later on the sea floor. By load-
ing his ship with a virtual crew and cargo, then
sinking it in a number of different potential
disasters, Sanders hopes to find a sequence of
events that closely matches the archaeological
evidence, and so work out might have hap-
pened centuries ago.

His project, which should be completed later
this year, is just one example in the growing
field of virtual archaeology. It is a highly visual
way to recreate lost worlds, helping researchers
to imagine environments long past. Since the
field emerged in the early 1990s, archaeologists
have created a number of virtual sites, includ-
ing Pompeii and the tomb of Nefertiti.

Virtual archaeology can recreate individual
objects, such as a hand axe, or entire sites and
landscapes, such as Stonehenge — an ambi-
tious project that took six months to complete.
The possibilities of the technology are enor-
mous, says Jeff Clark, director of the Archaeol-
ogy Technologies Laboratory at North Dakota
State University in Fargo. “Virtual archaeology
can allow us to explore ideas in ways that are
otherwise not possible,” he says.

Sometimes, it may seem a bit too real. The
technology is so impressive that it can eclipse
the importance of the models, as users navigate
their way through elaborately designed palaces
or villages. Sarah Kenderdine, an archaeologist
and curator at Museum Victoria in Melbourne,
Australia, says some academics regard virtual
heritage work as “kitsch and consumerist”
rather than scientific and educational. 

But even if the models do resemble a video
game, they can also offer an unparalleled entry
point into a vanished world, providing new
and unexpected insight. For instance, a three-
dimensional representation of Rome’s Colos-
seum, created several years ago by a team at
the University of California, Los Angeles, has
shown researchers just how cramped some of
the upper hallways really were — confounding
their expectations.

Key to the new insights are technologies that
let archaeologists peer into obscured artefacts

and document landscapes in great detail. Com-
puted-tomography scans of Egyptian mum-
mies, for instance, can reveal internal
structures nonintrusively. Laser and com-
puted-tomography scans of rare and fragile
human remains or artefacts produce three-
dimensional models that can be measured and
analysed in a way that real objects cannot.
Some archaeologists are even taking the tech-
nology into the field, armed with laser scanners
to create three-dimensional replicas of their
findings as the excavation progresses. 

Such data are then fed into a modelling or
drawing program, and displayed on the Inter-
net. Researchers who live thousands of miles
away, or theoretically years in the future, can
then access these items. 

Looking back
It sounds expensive, but it doesn’t have to be,
says Robert Stone, director of the Human
Interface Technologies Team at the University
of Birmingham, UK. Early virtual reconstruc-
tions were powered by supercomputers that
cost hundreds of thousands of dollars. Today,
he says, experts can achieve the same effects,
and more, with a standard desktop computer.
But software remains expensive; Sanders, for
instance, spent nearly US$30,000 on the pro-
grams he uses to sink his virtual ship.

The time spent working on such projects
can also increase the cost. At Sanders’ Massa-
chusetts laboratory, projects run the gamut
from individual objects, such as a small model
of an ancient Egyptian ship that might take a
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DIGITAL DIGS
Archaeologists are bringing past worlds vividly to life on the
computer screen. But are the high-tech graphics helping science,
or are they just pretty pictures? Michael Bawaya takes a look.

In the drink: a computer’s view of the lowest level
of a Kyrenian ship that sank in the fourth century
BC off the coast of Cyprus with a cargo of
amphorae and millstones.

Lost glory: a recreation of the throne room of the
Assyrian king Ashur-nasir-pal II, as it might have
looked in the ninth century BC.
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day to complete, to entire building complexes,
such as a ninth-century-BC Assyrian palace
with hundreds of rooms, which could take a
year to finish. The former might cost a few
thousand dollars, whereas the palace could
run into hundreds of thousands. “Doing vir-
tual reality is becoming easier,” he says, “but it
still requires computer-modelling skills, data-
interpretation skills and some programming
to get it right.”

In many cases, it also takes an interdiscipli-
nary team that includes archaeologists, archi-
tects, art historians, programmers and graphic
modellers. And they must be trained to under-
stand the cultural importance of their work,
says Maurizio Forte, an archaeologist at the
Institute of Technologies Applied to Cultural
Heritage in Rome, Italy. “Technology is only a
tool,” he says. “The method is the core.”

Despite its capabilities, virtual archaeology
has been slow to catch on. Sanders estimates
that currently 80–100 projects are under way
at any one time. Western Europe is the most
generous funder of such research. Kenderdine,
in Australia, taps into European sources to
fund worldwide projects such as her recreation
of the ancient Cambodian city of Angkor. 

At the museum in Melbourne, visitors can
experience Kenderdine’s work inside a ‘virtual
room’, an octagonal laboratory with panora-
mas displayed on the walls. The images aren’t
computer-generated, but are stereographic,
high-resolution photographs. The idea is for
visitors to be immersed in the ruins of Angkor,
as if they were actually there.

Such detailed recreation requires consider-
able research. A virtual model must be geomet-
rically complete, says Elizabeth Riorden, a

researcher at the University of Cincinnati, Ohio,
who works on virtual reconstructions of the site
believed to be the ancient city of Troy. “But we
often have very incomplete knowledge of an
archaeological site,” she says. So researchers
may be forced to resort to educated guesswork. 

Some archaeologists are sceptical because
they don’t understand the methods and
assumptions used to create models, says
Sanders. And there are currently no generally
accepted guidelines. A February 2006 confer-
ence at King’s College London aimed to
address the issue of transparency. For the first
time, virtual-heritage experts agreed to draft
specific guidelines for documenting the cre-
ation of virtual models. These might, for
instance, tell the viewer that 75% of a model
was built using data from the archaeological
record, and the rest was based on assumptions.

Image consultants
However it is created, a virtual model may end
up looking so realistic that, as Clark notes, “it
imparts a sense of truth that in fact does not
exist”. Some virtual models could be partly
accurate and partly not because one portion is
based on abundant archaeological informa-
tion whereas another portion is based on con-
jecture. “If you really try to get the visual
simulation as accurate as possible, you must
research the nitty-gritty details,” he says.

Most researchers agree that the technology
is making archaeology more accessible to the
public, as models are featured in museums and
television documentaries. Displays can be
posted on the Internet, in visitors’ centres and
in schools. Archaeologists may in fact be the
hardest to bring around. “Multidisciplinary
communities embrace virtual archaeology as a
key part of their research,” says Forte. “Tradi-
tional archaeologists are still very conservative
and think virtual archaeology is a game.”

The cost and complexity of the work may
keep some researchers away. One of virtual
archaeology’s grand ambitions, says Sanders, is
“to recreate the past in all its complexity, with
people, animals, climate, vegetation and the
ability of the scene to change and adapt to
external conditions”. And the more detail
needed, the greater the technical and financial
demands (see ‘Recreating ancient life’).
“George Lucas could probably do it if he
wanted to,” he says. 

But the evolution of video-game technology
is helping virtual archaeology develop, says
Stone. He recently gave his undergraduates the
task of creating three-dimensional virtual
models, complete with animation. Although
none of the students is an experienced pro-
grammer, they used gaming software to make
impressive models — ranging from an Afghan
village with blowing sand and swaying trees, to
an underwater wreck replete with marine life.
It may be that virtual archaeology won’t need
someone like George Lucas after all. ■

Michael Bawaya is a freelance writer in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Reconstructing virtual
archaeological sites and
landscapes is challenging, but
simulating ancient life is even
more so. Maurizio Forte, of 
the Institute of Technologies
Applied to Cultural Heritage 
in Rome, Italy, has been
working to incorporate
artificial life, or A-life,
components into simulations
of past environments. 

A-life simulations have been
used in many fields, from
predator–prey interactions in
ecology to the rise and fall of

the Anasazi civilization in the
American southwest. But Forte
thinks it can add a much-
needed dose of realism to
virtual models of particular
archaeological sites. 

“With computer simulation,”
he says, “it becomes possible to
build artificial societies of
computational agents and
perform experiments under
laboratory conditions, trying
out different configurations and
observing the consequences.” 

Forte is testing the notion of
A-life in his recreation of the

Via Flaminia, one of ancient
Rome’s most important roads,
by incorporating it into
reconstructions of a famous
battle that occurred along it.
The technology allows him to
set the two armies against
each other, running through
all the possible sequences and
unpredictable details that
may have occurred during the
battle. Historical records tell
us the winner of the battle,
but modern-day computers
may tell us what probably
happened. M.B.

RECREATING ANCIENT LIFE
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